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IN THE WORDS OF GEOFF'S PRIVATE CLIENTS  

"Try%and%read%this%first%before%anybody%else%does."%%

—!Managing!Director,!Investment!Bank!

"Right% place% right% time.% Some% guys% have% all% the% luck.% I% used% these% excuses% to%

rationalize%my%flattened%career%trajectory.%Geoff%helped%me%take%calculated%steps%

to% break% this% cycle% and% reinvent% myself,% and% thereby% reattain% happiness% and%

fulfillment%in%my%life."%%

—!Principal,!Investment!Fund!

"I% came% to% Geoff%when% I%was% evaluating% retirement.% Geoff% not% only% helped%me%

quickly%reach%my%decision%to%stay,%he%then%helped%me%chart%a%course%for%taking%

my% career% to% an% entirely% new% level.% Inside% this% book% you%will% see% some% of% the%

secrets%that%makes%him%my%secret%weapon%for%success%on%Wall%Street."%%

—!Partner,!Investment!Bank!

"Geoff% just%gets% it.%He%understands% that%our%ability% to%achieve% rests%within%our%

own%abilities,%and%he%allows%you% to%unlock% it.% If% you%are% committed% to%be%your%

best,%then%you%owe%it%to%yourself%to%read%The%Guide."%

—!Managing!Director,!Investment!Bank!

"After%more%than%four%decades%on%Wall%Street,%I%engaged%Geoff%to%help%me%make%

transformational%changes%in%my%career%and%life.%All%my%life%I%have%been%a%student%

of%philosophy%and%personal%mastery,% but%what%Geoff% is% able% to%do% you%will% not%

find%in%any%book...other%than%this%one."%

—!Senior!Advisor!

"Someone%once%told%me,%if%Geoff%is%offering%to%work%with%you,%jump%all%over%it.%So,%

let%me%say,%if%you%can%get%Geoff's%best%ideas%for%a%fraction%of%the%cost%of%one%hour%

with%him,%leap,%jump,%get%all%over%it!"%%

—!Managing!Director,!Investment!Bank!

"This%is%not%just%business%for%Geoff,%it%is%intensely%personal.%For%as%long%as%I%have%

known%him%this%work%has%been%his%obsession,%and%Geoff%has%stopped%at%nothing%

to% build%mastery% of% these% topics.% Inside% The% Guide% you%will% see% the% ideas% that%

have%worked%for%him,%me,%and%everyone%he%works%with."%

—!Founder,!CEO,!Investment!Fund!
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"You% have% to% read% this.% In% The% Guide% Blades% takes% you% into% the% realms% of% the%

work%he%does%with%his%clients—far%beyond%the%thousands%of%books%and%years%of%

research% that% influenced% his% thinking,% to% the% processes% and% systems% he's%

developed%for%putting%the%best%ideas%to%work."%

—!Senior!Advisor!

"For%two%decades%I%have%fervently%studied%success%and%worked%with%top%coaches,%

but%when% I% found%myself%overwhelmed%with% information%and%complexity,%Geoff%

helped% me% cut% through% the% noise% and% draw% a% straight% and% powerful% path% to%

getting%what%I%want%in%my%business%and%life...TODAY."%

—!Founder,!CEO,!Financial!Services!Company!

"Geoff% helped% me% believe% the% dream% life% for% me% and% my% family% was% not% only%

possible,%but%within%reach.%Then,%he%taught%me%how%to%get%it."%

—!Investment!Manager,!Investment!Fund!!

I% cannot% say% enough% about% Geoff.% He% gets% to% the% heart% of% issues% faster% than%

anyone% I% have% ever%met.% He% is% undoubtedly% an% important% part% of% who% I% have%

become%over%these%past%few%years....the%best%'me'%I%have%ever%been."%

—!CFO,!Former!Investment!Banker!!

"Working% with% Geoff% has% been%transformational.% He% has% changed% the% way% I%

pursue%specific%professional%goals,%as%well%as%how%I%think%about%my%life%overall.%

The%time%we%have%spent%together%has%been%invaluable."%

!—!Partner,!Investment!Bank!

“Geoff% is% a% uniquely% thoughtful% and% effective% leader% in% the% field% of% high%

achievement.% You’ve% been% given% the% opportunity% to% read% his% exceptional% book%

towards% catalyzing%breakout% change%both%personally% and%professionally.% Seize%

it.%If%you%don’t%it%will%be%your%great%loss.%It’s%really%that%simple.”%

—!Entrepreneur,!Private!Equity!

"Is%success%in%your%Wall%Street%career%worth%$97%and%ten%hours%of%your%time?%If%

the% answer% is% "no,"% then% you’ve% chosen% the%wrong% profession.% If% the% answer% is%

"yes,"%buy%this%book,%read%it,%and%use%it.%%There%is%no%better%guide%to%helping%you%

navigate%your%way%up%the%ladder%to%a%senior%position%on%Wall%Street."%

—!Managing!Director,!Investment!Bank!
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THE GUIDE 
GETTING WHAT YOU WANT ON WALL 

STREET 
By!Geoff!Blades!
Copyright!©!2014!Wall!Street!Teach!®.!

All! rights! reserved.! No! part! of! this! publication! may! be! reproduced,! distributed,! or!
transmitted!in!any!form!or!by!any!means,!including!photocopying!and!recording,!or!by!any!
information! storage! and! retrieval! system,! without! the! prior! written! permission! of! the!
publisher,! except! in! the! case! of! brief! quotations! embodied! in! critical! reviews! and! certain!
other!noncommercial!uses!permitted!by!copyright!law.!!

Disclaimer:! The! publisher! and! the! author! make! no! representations! or! warranties! with!
respect!to!the!accuracy!or!completeness!of!the!content!of!this!work!and!specifically!disclaim!
all!warranties,! including!without! limitation!warranties! of! fitness! for! a! particular!purpose.!
No!warranty!may!be!created!or!extended!by!sales!or!promotional!matters.!The!advice!and!
strategies!contained!herein!may!not!be!suitable!for!every!situation.!This!work!is!sold!with!
the! understanding! that! the! Publisher! and! the! Author! are! not! engaged! in! rendering! legal,!
accounting,!medical,!mental!health,!or!other!professional!services.!If!professional!assistance!
is!required,!the!services!of!a!competent!professional!person!should!be!sought.!Neither!the!
Publisher!nor!the!Author!shall!be!liable!for!damages!arising!herefrom.!The!ideas!expressed!
herein!are!those!of!the!Publisher!and!the!Author!and!in!no!way!represent!the!ideas!of!the!
author’s! former! employers,! the! Goldman! Sachs! Group! and! the! Carlyle! Group,! former!
colleagues,!clients,!or!anyone!else.!!

Published!by:!!
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Chapter Twelve 

GETTING OUT 

For%the%past%33%years,%I%have%looked%in%the%mirror%every%morning%and%

asked%myself:%'If%today%were%the%last%day%of%my%life,%would%I%want%to%do%

what%I%am%about%to%do%today?'%And%whenever%the%answer%has%been%'No'%

for%too%many%days%in%a%row,%I%know%I%need%to%change%something.%

—!Steve!Jobs!

Michael!Cavanagh!was!a!J.P.!Morgan!lifer.!
At! least,! that! is! what! everyone! thought! of! the! coXhead! of! investment!
banking!after!he!dedicated!fourteen!years!of!service!to!the!firm.!
Then,!shockingly,!in!March!2014!he!resigned!to!take!the!role!of!coXCOO!
of!the!Carlyle!Group.!!
The!rumor!mill!swirled.!Why!would!the!man!potentially!in!line!for!Jamie!
Dimon’s!throne!resign?!Was!it!due!to!the!increased!regulatory!scrutiny!
and! heightened! banking! competition?! Was! it! something! he! learned!
during!the!investigation!into!the!"London!Whale"!trading!loss!that!cost!
the!firm!$20!billion?!The!allure!of!the!buyXside?!
All! interesting! theories,! yet! perhaps! the! most! telling! answer! is! from!
Cavanagh!himself.!
"I!just!decided!to!take!a!different!turn!in!my!career,"!he!said.!
Although! it! is! less! common! for! someone! of! Cavanagh’s! seniority! and!
position!to!up!and!leave,!almost!everyone!on!Wall!Street!is!sometimes,!if!
not!always,!thinking!about!getting!out!of!their!current!job.!
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Whereas! in!most! careers! you!might! imagine! collecting! the! gold!watch!
and! you! occasionally! think! of! changing! jobs,! Wall! Street! jobs! are! in!
constant! flux.! We! consider! changing! jobs! as! frequently! as! Ferragamo!
ties,! and! the! allure! of! the! gold! watch! is! replaced! by! the! illusion! of!
collecting!gold!for!finishing!the!race!ahead!of!our!time.!With!your!career!
in!the!fast!lane,!making!moves!is!simply!part!of!the!job.!
It!begins!the!moment!you!step!foot!on!The!Street.!Before!the!ink!is!dry!
on! your! analyst! business! cards,! you! think! ahead! to! the! end! of! your!
program.!Will!you!stick!around,!move,!or!leave!The!Street!behind?!!
Associates!have!a!similar!dynamic,!but!from!vice!president!onward,!the!
game!changes.!No! longer!a! junior! "resource,"!with! less!optionality!and!
higher!switching!costs,!you!are!more!entrenched!in!your!career!track.!!
At!this!level!you!want!to!accelerate!your!trajectory,!and!knowing!if!you!
are!to!make!a!move,!now!is!the!time,!you!are!constantly!assessing!your!
options.!!
Once!you!hit!managing!director,!the!game!changes!again.!Too!senior!for!
most! career! transitions,! you! focus! on! accelerating! your! career! within!
your! firm.!But! even! facing!higher! switching! costs,!with! your! eligibility!
for! senior! corporate! gigs! and! your! higher! “poaching”! value! on! The!
Street,! you! are! also! focused! on! platformXenhancing! moves! as! well! as!
leaving!Wall!Street.!!
Beyond!managing!director,!it’s!still!much!the!same.!If!you!are!ambitious,!
you!are!focused!on!making!the!right!moves!to!keep!ascending!the!floors!
of!power.!Whether!you!are!Michael!Cavanagh,!Goldman's!Gary!Cohn,!or!
anyone! else,! you! are! evaluating! the! vast! options! available! to! you,!
considering!big!moves!on!and!off!Wall!Street.!To!those! looking!up,! the!
world! is! your!Maybach,! but!making!moves! is! often!much!harder! from!
here.!!
In! your! career,! and! all! the! way! from! the! bottom! to! the! top,! you! are!
constantly! evaluating! your!options! for! getting!out.!And,! although!your!
alternatives!differ!wildly,!your!goal!is!the!same:!!!
How%do%you%keep%evaluating%your%options%and%making%the%right%moves%for%

getting%what%you%want?!!
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BEGGING FOR CHANGE 
It's! easy! to!want! to!be! Josh!Kushner,! founder!of!Thrive!Capital.!At!age!
twentyXeight,! having! made! a! number! of! prominent! investments,! and!
most!recently!raising!$150!million!for!Thrive!III,!his!career!and!business!
is!…!well,!thriving.!!
But!it’s!not!easy!to!do!what!it!takes!to!become!Kushner.!Sure,!he!is!part!
of!a!wealthy!and!prominent! family,!but! to!get! to!Thrive! III,!he!had! the!
conviction!to!leave!a!great!job!at!Goldman!and!start!Thrive!with!a!piddly!
$10!million!under!management.!That's!hard!to!do.!!
But! it's! not! as! hard! as! what! he! did! before! that,! in! his! junior! year! in!
college,!coXfounding!the!game!developer,!Vostu.!!
None!of!that!was!easy.!!
Richard!Perry!left!Goldman!as!a!vice!president.!It!would!have!been!easy!
for!him! to!stick!around!and!keep!playing! the!game,!but! in! leaving!and!
starting!his!own!firm!he!catapulted!himself!into!a!different!league.!
It! is! easy! to! read! The% Everything% Store! and! be! inspired! like! Bezos! to!
leave!Wall!Street!and!create!something.!Or! to! look! to!Peter!Thiel,!who!
left! Credit! Suisse! to! start! his! own! fund! before! founding! PayPal! and!
becoming!a!driving!force!in!the!Silicon!Valley!elite.!!
It!is!easy!to!look!to!Quattrone!or!Moelis!or!Wasserstein!and!Perella!and!
imagine! starting! your! own! firm.!Or,! on! a! smaller! scale,! to! think! about!
those!who!have!made!moves!in!their!careers!to!do!something!like!them.!
It!is!easy!to!dream.!
Yet!few!ever!wake!up!and!do!it.!
Many!Wall!Streeters!know!that!they!do!not!want!to!be!in!their!current!
job! or! on!The! Street! forever,! but!with!many!options! to! consider,! little!
time,!and!lacking!a!sophisticated!approach,!few!people!ever!do!what!is!
required!for!making!good!moves.!!
Lacking! clear! direction! for! what! they! want,! many! find! themselves!
simply!reacting!to!the!opportunities!around!them.!If!they!happen!to!get!
a! call! from! a! headXhunter! or! someone! offers! to! introduce! them! to!
another!opportunity,!they!might!consider!making!a!move.!!
But!like!the!club!girl!who!waits!until!2!a.m.!to!meet!Mr.!RightXnow,!they!
are!hardly!maximizing!their!options.!
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Worse! yet,! many! people! only! seriously! consider!making!moves! when!
they!are!pushed,!which!of!course!is!the!worst!time!to!jump.!!
Laid!off!after! the!credit! crisis,! a! lot!of!people!are!still! struggling! to!get!
back!to!work,!let!alone!get!their!career!back!on!track.!Some!jobs!on!Wall!
Street—particularly! in! equities,! credit,! and! sales! and! trading—have!
disappeared!and!others!will!go!the!same!way.!With!more!supply!of!labor!
than!demand,!it!is!a!tough!time!for!anyone!to!make!the!right!moves.!!
Although! this! problem! is! particularly! pronounced! today,! it’s! a! highly!
predictable!risk!you!face!your!entire!career.!You!are!constantly!exposed.!
And! if! you! wait! until! you! have! failed! to! get! up,! or! if! you! wait! to! be!
managed! out! before! you! begin! evaluating! your! alternatives,! you! are!
playing!off!the!back!foot.!!
Of! the! many! people! who! were! laidXoff! when! I! was! in! Menlo! Park! in!
2000,!the!ones!who!were!thinking!ahead,!knew!their!BATNA,!and!had!a!
backXup! plan! quickly! got! back! to! work.! Others! were! unemployed! for!
years.!!
Thinking!ahead!for!reacting!to!change!is! important,!but! in!creating!the!
career! you! truly! want,! you! need! to! go! one! massive! step! further! by!
developing!a!sophisticated!approach!for!proactively!driving!change.!!
Great!leaders!don’t!simply!react!to!change,!they!drive!change.!
That! requires! two! things:! First,! a! way! of! framing! your! choices! for!
evaluating! your! options! and! directing! your! career;! and! second,!
strategies!for!making!the!right!choices!in!navigating!your!career.!While!
this!is!not!easy!to!do,!in!“Getting!Out,”!we!make!it!much,!much!easier!for!
you.!!

BACK TO THE DUAL-TRACK 
Richer!than!Warren!Buffett,!the!third!richest!man!on!the!planet,!retailer!
Amancio!Ortega,!once!said,!"We!cannot!limit!ourselves!to!continuing!on!
the!path!we!have!already!opened."!
I!suggest!that!you!follow!his!advice,!so!let’s!revisit!your!roadmap,!as!we!
left!off!back!in!Define%It.!Having!covered!in!detail!the!statusXquo!track!of!
executing! in! your! current! career,! let! us! now! explore! your! alternative!
tracks.!!
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Your! roadmap! gives! you! a! way! of! conceptualizing! the! many! career!
tracks! available! to! you.! So! rather! than! simply! focusing! on! the! career!
track!out!ahead!of!you!to! the!exclusion!of!other!options,! it!gives!you!a!
way!of!mapping! the!many!options! that! keep! you!moving! toward! your!
grandest! vision.! Putting! to! work! your! roadmap,! therefore,! you!
constantly! evaluate! the! merits! of! staying! on! your! statusXquo! track!
relative!to!your!alternatives.!!
Going! back! to! the! example! we! used! in! Define% It,! imagine! you! are! a!
managing!director!figuring!out!how!long!you!want!to!stay!in!banking.!!
You! really! love! banking,! your! firm,! your! group,! and! your! team,! so! it’s!
easy!for!you!to!imagine!staying!on!track.!Yet,!in!your!grandest!vision!for!
your! career,! you! also! imagine! one! day! starting! your! own! business.!
Although!you!have!no!idea!when!or!how!you!might!do!it,!you!can!lay!out!
three!tracks!in!your!roadmap.!!

!
For!now,!keep!it!simple.!Looking!down!your!statusXquo!track,!you!focus!
on! crushing! it! in! banking! and! rising! to! the! top.!At! the! same! time,! you!
figure! that! moving! to! the! buyXside! might! be! a! good! way! to! get!
experience!putting!capital! to!work!and!getting!close! to! the!operations,!
which!might!be!a!good!springboard!to!starting!your!own!business.!And!
as! a! third! alternative,! although! it! seems! a! bit! too! early,! you! are!
considering!starting!you!own!business.!!
Laying!out!your!roadmap,!you!clearly!see!your!alternatives,!even!while!
you!are!clearly! focused!on!the!track!right! in! front!of!you—in!this!case,!
the!banking!track.!This!gives!you!a!way!of!getting!all!the!thoughts!out!of!
your!mind!and!on!paper!and!also!gives!you!a!deliberate!and!thoughtful!
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approach! to! evaluating! your! options.! From! here,! it’s! a! matter! of!
determining:!How%do%I%evaluate%my%options?!

CHOICE, THE PROBLEM IS CHOICE 
At! the! end! of! The%Matrix% Reloaded,! having! reached! what! he! believed!
would!be!his!final!destination,!Neo!finally!realizes!that!the!path!is!one!of!
choice.!The!same!is!true!in!navigating!your!career.!!
Just!laying!out!your!options!gets!you!thinking!about!how!you!are!driving!
toward!your! grandest! vision! for! your! career,! and! it! is! the! choices! you!
make!that!determine!how!and!whether!you!get!there.!!
Truth!is,!evaluating!your!options!and!making!choices!is!hard!to!do,!even!
if! you! are! certain! of!where! you! are! headed.! As! you! put! to!work! your!
roadmap,!it’s!still!not!easy!to!choose.!!
While!there!are!many!who!love!their!job!and!will!fight!retirement,!many!
of!us!spend!our!careers!unsure.!Many!in!their!current!seats!spend!years!
dreaming!of!other!roles! inside! their! firm.!Bankers!dream!of!moving! to!
the! buyXside.! BuyXsiders! dream! of! starting! their! own! fund,! and!many!
dream!of!leaving!The!Street!altogether.!
Yet!too!many!fail!to!choose.!!
The! biggest! risk! is! not! failing! to! choose! whether! to! stay! on! track! or!
make! a! decision! to!move,! it! is! staying! stuck! in! indecision.! Committing!
neither! to! your! statusXquo! track! or!making!moves,! you! risk! failing! to!
optimize!your!career!either!way.!!
Celebrated!General!George!Patton!once!said,!“When!a!decision!has!to!be!
made,!make!it.!There!is!no!totally!right!time!for!anything."!
And!while! I! cannot! give! you! guidance! on!making! specific! choices! that!
are!right!for!you,!I!can!share!something!that!is!typically!of!greater!value:!
perspectives!on!making!choices!in!your!career.!!

THE POWER OF PERSPECTIVE 
In!evaluating!whether!to!stay!in!his!career!or!move!to!a!company,!one!of!
my! clients! presented! me! with! a! dozen! pages! of! pros! and! cons! that!
analyzed!the!upside!and!downside.!
It! was! the! typical! approach! you! might! follow,! but! after! months! of!
thinking,!he!still!found!himself!stuck!and!unable!to!decide.!!
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Without!painstakingly!working!through!any!of!his!detailed!bullet!points!
(which! still! had! him! stuck!),! I! helped! him! quickly!make! a! decision! by!
changing! the!way! he!was! thinking! and! adding! new! perspectives.! Two!
ways!of! adding!new!perspective!are! looking! forward!and!backward! in!
your!career.!!
On!your!roadmap,!you!begin!with!the!end!in!mind,!framing!your!choices!
in!the!context!of!your!grandest!vision!for!your!career.!Looking!forward!
and!gaining!perspective!over!the!longXrun!can!be!particularly!helpful!in!
making!difficult!choices,!and!it!can!also!be!helpful!to!look!back!on!where!
you!have!been.!!
In! determining! whether! to! stay! on! your! statusXquo! track,! revisit! why!
you!took!your!job!to!begin!with!and!also!why!you!are!still!there.!Think!
back!on!the!steps!you!have!taken!and!ask!yourself:!!

• Why%did%I%join%Wall%Street?%My%current%job?%%
• Why%have%I%stuck%around?%%
• What% moves% have% I% considered—taken,% and% not[taken—and% how%

have%my%choices%crafted%my%career?%%

• What%happens%if%I%do%leave?%What%happens%if%I%don't?%What%doesn't%
happen%if%I%do%leave?%What%doesn't%happen%if%I%don't?%

I!suggest!asking!a!bunch!of!similar!questions,!going!deep!into!your!past!
choices,! and! seeking! to! understand! how! you! will! know! you! are! now!
making!the!right!choice.!!
One! of! my! clients! said! to! me,! “Looking! back,! I! now! see! how! joining!
banking! out! of! business! school! was! an! absolute! noXbrainer,! but! the!
choice!to!stay!is!very!different.”!
Another! client! said! that! by! looking! back,! he! more! easily! equated! his!
career! to! the! investing! axiom:! If%you%are%not%selling%a%stock% today,% then%
you%are% implicitly%making%the%decision%to%buy.! That! idea!helped!him!get!
focused!on!why!he!is!choosing!to!“keep!owning”!his!career.!!
Conversely,! in! looking! back! and! seeing! that! he! had! stayed! in! banking!
five! years! longer! than! he! planned,!my! client! concluded! it!was! time! to!
leave.!
You!gain!perspective!from!looking!back.!And!by!playing!a!little!scenario!
analysis,!thinking!about!the!choices!you!have!made!and!how!they!have!
played!out,!as!well!as!the!options!you!did!not!take!and!where!they!might!
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have!landed!you,!you!are!looking!at!your!choices!at!different!levels!and!
adding!flexibility!to!the!way!you!choose!tracks!in!your!career.!!
In!adding!perspective,!you!see!that!while!we!can!often!feel!like!we!are!at!
a! crossroad,! where! it! is! our! “one! big! chance”! to! do! this! or! that,! in!
hindsight,!the!options!you!did!or!did!not!take!rarely!seem!that!way.!By!
powerfully! moving! forward,! you! are! always! creating! more! options! in!
your!career.!!
In! looking!back,!you!will!also! likely!develop!more!perspective!on!your!
current!career.!Thinking!about!how!much!you!have!invested!gives!you!a!
higher!appreciation!of!the!importance!of!first!properly!considering!ways!
to!keep!unlocking!value!in!your!current!career.!!
In!doing!this,!it!is!important!you!are!truly,!honestly,!understanding!how!
much!changing!your!job!relates!to!your!career!versus!you.!It’s!natural!to!
think! that! the!grass! is!greener! in!a!different! job!or! firm!or!side!of!The!
Street,! but! it! rarely! is,! and! a! common!mistake! we!make! is! projecting!
problems!onto!your!job!that!really!relate!to!you.!As!the!title!of!one!my!
favorite!books!on!meditation!states:!Wherever%You%Go,%There%You%Are.!
If! you!are! changing! jobs!hoping! to! solve!your!woes,!make! sure! it! isn’t!
you!who!needs!changing!!!



 

!

 

 

GETTING IN 

Clearly,%the%decision[making%that%we%rely%on%in%society%is%fallible.%It's%

highly%fallible,%and%we%should%know%that.%

—!Daniel!Kahneman!

People!on!Wall!Street!love!to!tell!that!story!about!the!banker!sitting!with!
a!local!fisherman!in!some!outpost!Mexican!fishing!village.!!
But!it!doesn’t!really!end!that!way.!!
Revolutionary!personal!finance!expert!Remit!Sethi!wrote!about!a!survey!
that!asked!people!what!they!would!do!if!they!won!$10,000.!Surprisingly,!
rather!than!responding!that!they!would!take!a!vacation!or!put!it!toward!
say,! buying! a! car,! the! most! common! response! was:% I% would% save% the%
money%to%quit%my%job.%%

For!years,!I!dreamed!of!the!day!I!could!quit!Goldman!and!be!free—free!
of!stress,!free!of!voicemail,!free!of!shaving!for!the!man.!I!figured!with!my!
job! out! of! the! way,! and! cash! to! burn,! I! would! be! free! to! do! what! I!
wanted.!!
But!it!didn’t!really!end!that!way.!!
When! I! left! Goldman! to! take! some! time! for! myself,! I! discovered! that!
quitting!my!job!didn’t!miraculously!lead!me!to!answers.!Instead,!I!found!
myself!asking!a!new!question:!Now%what?!!
That! experience! taught! me! that! while! many! of! us! might! spend! years!
dreaming! of! quitting! our! jobs! and! landing! like! Andy! Dufresne! on! the!
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beaches! of! Zihuatanejo,! the! truth! is! this:! Our! answers! do! not! lie! in!
getting!out,!but!rather!on!where!we!want!to!get!in.!!
A!couple!of!years!ago,!I!read!a!profile!on!legendary!CEO!Bob!Pittman,!the!
founder! of! MTV! and! former! CEO! of! a! number! of! large! companies!
including!AOL,!Six!Flags,!and!Century!21!Real!Estate.!!
Having!been!in!what!was!described!as!selfXimposed!corporate!exile!for!a!
decade,!he!was!quoted!as!saying,! “I've!not!had!my!adrenaline!pumped!
up! like! this! in! years! and! I! forgot! how! great! it! feels…! As!much! as! I’ve!
denied! it!by! trying! to!stop!working,! I!am!absolutely!hardXwired!to!run!
companies.”!
Taking! time! away! from! business,! he! gained! perspective.! So! do! not! be!
afraid!to!mix! it!up!and!explore!options!off! the!roadmap.!There!is!great!
advantage!in!gaining!perspectives!on!your!career.!!
But!regardless!of!whether!you!stay!on!your!statusXquo!track!or!choose!
any! of! your! alternative! tracks,! I! suggest! that! rather! than! focusing! on!
getting!out!of! your! current! job,! remain! focused!on!where!you!want! to!
get!in.!!

THE ROADMAP RULES! 
In!using!your!roadmap!to!choose!between!your!alternatives,!it’s!helpful!
to!apply!these!fives!principles!I!call!the!roadmap!rules.!!

!

Rule 1: Deliberate Action  
The! most! important! benefit! of! your! roadmap! is! taking! a! longXterm!
perspective,!enabling!you!to!take!thoughtful,!deliberate!action!in!moving!
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toward! your! grandest! vision! for! your! career.! Following! Rule! 1!means!
not! only! deliberately! laying! out! your! roadmap! but! also! applying! a!
deliberate!approach!to!making!choices.!!
This!means!that!even! if!something!negative!happens,!such!as!failing!to!
get! promoted,! you!never! react! impulsively.!Rather! than! thinking,! I%am%
under[appreciated% and% it% is% therefore% time% for%me% to% leave,! get! beyond!
your!initial!emotional!reaction,!go!back!to!your!roadmap,!and!figure!out!
the!deliberate!actions!that!will!maximize!your!career.!When!you!remain!
firmly! locked!on!your!grandest!vision! for!your!career,!you!never! think!
about! career! moves! as! oneXoff.! Rather,! you! take! deliberate! action! to!
keep!moving!toward!what!you!want.!!
Taking! deliberate! action! also! enables! you! to! think! years! ahead! in!
building! optionality! into! your! career.! For! instance,! if! you! were! a! FIG!
banker! as! an! analyst,! associate,! and! vice! president,! it! goes! without!
saying! you! have! significantly! limited! the! flexibility! in! your! career.!
Looking!ahead!with!a!grander!vision!and!taking!deliberate!action!means!
building!optionality!into!the!choices!you!make!throughout!your!career.!

Rule 2: Quality Over Quantity 
Rule! 2! encourages! you! to! focus! on! making! a! small! number! of! high!
quality!moves.!While!it!is!true!that!some!people!are!highly!successful!at!
making!moves!that!continually!ratchet!up!their!career,!more!generally,!
you!are!better!off!being!incredibly!strategic!in!making!moves.!!
Making!moves!is!risky.!You!exchange!certainty!for!uncertainty.!And!you!
give!up!a!great!deal!of!the!value!you!have!accrued!in!your!career.!!
In! leaving! JP!Morgan!and!moving!to!Morgan!Stanley,!a! friend!said! that!
what!surprised!him!were!the!little!things!he!gave!up!that!were!hard!to!
replicate.! He! thought! about! leaving! behind! his! longXstanding!
relationships,! but! he! missed! having! someone! in! capital! markets! who!
would!always!be!responsive!to!his!call.!!
As! you! know,! your! résumé! is! delicate,! and! you!want! it! to! convey! the!
right!story!about!you!and!your!career.!While!I!am!generally!of!the!view!
that!you!can!successfully!spin!any!story!your!audience!wants!to!hear,!a!
cleaner!résumé!that!tells!a!deliberate!story!is!far!easier!to!sell.!!
For! these! and!other! reasons,! I! suggest! looking! at! your! roadmap! like! a!
good! judoka,! focusing!on!getting!what!you!want!by!making! the! fewest!
number!of!highXquality!moves.!!
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Rule 3: Know Your Biases 
What!I!love!about!the!field!of!behavioral!economics!is!that!in!developing!
awareness! of! your! cognitive! biases,! you! arm! yourself! for! combatting!
them.!The!same!is!true!in!evaluating!options!in!your!career.!!
Like! the! concept! of! sunk! costs,! you! are! more! likely! to! think! about!
staying!in!your!current!job!relative!to!the!investment!you!have!already!
made.!And!while!that!is!an!important!consideration,!do!not!fall!into!the!
trap! of! turning! a! good! trade! into! a! bad! investment.! Instead,! get! out!
when!it!is!time!for!you!to!leave.!!
Another!obvious!bias!is!the!notion!that!the!grass!is!greener!somewhere!
else.! As! we! have! discussed,! that! is! rarely! the! case,! and! you! best!
overcome!this!bias!by!focusing!on!getting!in!and!getting!perspective.!!
Another!cognitive!bias!that!will!keep!you!in!your!job!is!that!of!avoiding!
our!greatest!human!fear:!uncertainty.!As!Timothy!Ferriss!writes!in!The%
4[Hour%Workweek,! “People!will! choose! unhappiness! over! uncertainty.”!
We! are! naturally! biased! to! stay! where! we! are! rather! than! moving!
toward!the!unknown.!!
By!recognizing!these!biases,!and!any!others!you!might!have,!you!bring!
them!to! light!and!give!yourself! the!opportunity!to!more!clearly!choose!
what!is!right!in!your!career.!!

Rule 4: Separate Decisions 
Rather!than!seeing!your!decisions!as!combined,!see!them!as!separate.!!
If!you!were!to!sell!your!old!car!and!buy!another,!the!money!you!receive!
from!your!old!car!might!impact!how!much!you!spend!on!your!new!car,!
but!you!likely!see!these!as!two!separate!and!independent!decisions.!The!
same!is!true!here.!!
Your! roadmap! enables! you! to! carefully! and! separately! evaluate! the!
tracks! in! your! career.! Following! Rule! 4,! you! simplify! your! process! by!
asking!one!question!at!a!time.!So!rather!than!asking—Should%I%leave%my%

current%job%to%go%elsewhere—you!ask!two!independent!questions:!!
1. Should%I%leave%my%current%job?%%
2. Where%should%I%go?%%

In!separating! the!decisions,!you!are!better!able! to!assess! the!merits!of!
each.!!
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While! that! might! seem! impractical! because! you! are! evaluating! two!
relative! alternatives,! it! enables! you! to! be! intellectually! honest! about!
why! you! are! making! each! decision.! Are! you! taking! the! other! job! to!
escape!from!your!current!job,!or!does!the!new!job!stand!on!its!own!two!
feet!in!helping!you!get!what!you!want?!!
Like!someone!who!leaves!a!bad!marriage!to!jump!to!another!partner,!it!
is!not!always!clear!from!which!perspective!you!are!seeing!your!choices.!
By!applying!Rule!4,!you!are!more!likely!to!make!the!right!choice!for!the!
right!reasons.!!

Rule 5: Separate Action And Consequence  
A! common! reason! people! become! unable! to! make! career! choices! is!
because! they! are! at! the! same! time! trying! to! evaluate! the! decision! to!
move!while!also!evaluating!the!consequences.!
In! evaluating! the! alternative! of! staying! in! your! current! job! or! starting!
your!own! fund,! for! instance,! you!might! find!yourself! teetering:!Well,% it%
depends%on%if%I%make%partner%here%and%how%lucrative%my%own%fund%will%be.!!
While! that! is! natural,! as! long! as! your! decision! is! tied! to! the!
consequences,!you!are!unlikely!to!ever!decide!because!your!answer!will!
be! contingent! on! your! absolute! certainty! and! relative! optimism! for!
either! opportunity,! both! of! which! are,! of! course,! unpredictable! with!
absolute!certainty!!!
It!is!easier!to!make!a!decision!when!you!separate!your!choice!from!the!
consequences.!!
To!do!this,!hold!the!consequences!and!focus!on!your!choices.!You!might!
ask,! for! instance:!Not%knowing%how%successful%your%fund%will%be,%are%you%
still%willing%to%give%it%a%shot?! If! you!are!answer! is! “yes,”! it’s! easy.! If! you!
answer,! “no,”! then!you!have! figured!out! that! your!path! to!making! this!
decision! entails! developing! greater! certainty! for! how! lucrative! your!
fund!might!be.!!
And! if!you!cannot!do! that,! then!by!default!you!are!choosing! to!stay!on!
your!current!track.!Too!easy!!!

CHANGING TRACKS 
As! I! noted! earlier,! I! cannot! assess! the! specifics! for! evaluating! your!
precise!career!move.!And!while!assessing! the!specifics! is!an! important!
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part! of! evaluating! your! options,! what! is! often! more! important! is!
developing!a!rigorous!structure!for!making!good!decisions.!!

!
As!we!move!through!the!three!steps!of!the!framework%of%Getting%Out,!we!
will!also!consider!examples!of! the! three! types!of!career!moves:!moves!
inside!your!firm,!elsewhere!on!Wall!Street,!and!leaving!Wall!Street.!
By!doing! this,!we!do!more! than! just!kill! these! two! topics!with! the!one!
framework,! we! also! cover! these! ideas! in! ascending! order! related! to!
managing!your!risk!in!making!moves.!!

Step 1: Evaluating Current Position 
In!Step!1,! you! carefully! analyze!your! current! career! track.!As!we!have!
already! touched! upon,! you! should! be! absolutely! certain! why! you! are!
considering!leaving!your!current!job!and!what!you!expect!to!achieve.!!
Be! clear,! explicit,! and!as!objective!as!possible.!You!want! to!know!with!
certainty!what! is! lacking! in!your!current!career! track!and!how! leaving!
will! resolve! your! problems.! In! doing! this,! it! is! helpful! to! not! only!
examine!your!own!career!but!also!the!careers!of!your!colleagues!so!that!
you!can!clearly! identify!how!much!your!desire! to! leave!relates! to!your!
job!versus!how!your!job!is!working!specifically!for!you.!This!allows!you!
to! identify! the! core! of! your! grievances! and! whether! they! will! be!
resolved!in!leaving.!!
Also,! at! this! step,! let’s! consider! the! least! risky! of! your! career! moves:!
making!moves!inside!your!firm.!If!this!is!one!of!your!options,!this!is!by!
far!your!lowest!risk!and!perhaps!easiest!and!best!way!of!making!moves,!
so!it!is!worth!exploring.!As!they!say,!better!the!vampire!squid!you!know.!!
Jokes! aside,! I! owe!much! to!Goldman.! The! firm!was! incredibly! good! to!
me.!By!making!moves!inside!Goldman!(I!worked!in!four!jobs!and!offices!
over!eight!years),!I!minimized!my!risk!while!transforming!my!career.!
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While! it’s! not! always! easy! to! affect! internal! transfers,! if! you! are!
performing! and!have! strong! supporters,! your! firm!will! likely!help! you!
explore!changing!groups,!divisions,!or!geographies.!!

Step 2: Know The Suitor  
In! Step! 1,! you! carefully! evaluate! your! current! track.! In! Step! 2,! you! go!
deep!into!evaluating!your!alternative!track.!Doing!this,!you!ensure!that!
each!of!your!decisions!stands!on!its!own.!!
An!obvious!challenge!to!knowing!the!suitor!is!that!as!much!diligence!as!
you!do,!you!will!never!be!fully!able!to!evaluate!another!job!until!you!are!
sitting!in!your!new!seat.!!
That!said,!you!can!do!plenty!of!research:!1)!First,!know!the!job!you!are!
considering;!and!2)!Know!how!well!you!are!suited!to!the! job.!Both!are!
hard! to! know.! Even! the! lowest! risk! move! we! just! covered! (making! a!
move! inside! your! firm! and! working! in! a! different! group,! division,! or!
geography)!can!be!like!working!in!a!different!industry.!You!never!know!
until!you!are!there.!!
So! the! process! is! obviously! even!more! complex!with! the! next! type! of!
career!move—moving!to!another!firm!on!Wall!Street.!Personalities,!and!
differences!in!culture!and!roles,!can!be!more!extreme!than!you!imagine.!
If!you!are!moving!across!The!Street! from!banking! to! the!buyXside,!you!
have!an!even!steeper!task!of!not!only!evaluating!your!new!firm,!but!also!
evaluating!how!suited!you!are!to!taking!on!foreign!responsibilities.!!
Candidly,!in!moving!to!Carlyle,!I!got!both!wrong.!My!perception!was!the!
buyXside!was!more!analytically!rigorous!and!stimulating.!Also,!I!got!the!
suitor! wrong.! From! the! outside,! turning! down! Oaktree! and! joining!
Carlyle!felt!right.!But!after!joining,!I!thought!differently.!
In!a!way,! the!choice!wasn’t! “wrong”!because! it!allowed!me!to! learn!an!
important!lesson!so!that!you!won’t!make!the!same!mistakes.!The!moral!
of!my! story:!Use! caution!with! this! step.!Take!your! time,! and!go! to! the!
extreme!to!diligence!your!suitor,!and!also!how!well!suited!you!are!to!the!
opportunity.!!

Step 3. De-risk 
The!third!step!in!the!framework%of%Getting%Out!is!to!deXrisk!your!choices.!
Having! carefully! evaluated! your! current! career! and! your! alternative,!
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here! you’re! taking! other! steps! to! minimize! your! risk.! Here! are! three!
ways:!
1. The!first!way!to!deXrisk!is!following!the!roadmap!rules!and!doing!
your!best!to!make!good!decisions.!!
As!a!reminder,!these!rules!are:!Take!deliberate!action.!Consider!a!
small! number! of! high! quality!moves.! Address! your! biases.!Make!
separate!decisions.!Separate!action!and!consequence.!
You!will!be!more!likely!to!deXrisk!your!move!if!you!take!your!time!
to!make!deliberate!decisions!and!carefully!evaluate!your!current!
track!and!alternatives.!!

2. Another!way!to!deXrisk!is!to!preserve!options!in!your!current!seat.!
Don’t! resign! via! a! sensationalized! opXed! in!The%New%York%Times,%
only! to!have! the!world! realize! you!have!nothing!of! value! to! say.!
Not!only!does! this!possibly!preserve!an!option,!but! it!also!keeps!
good!karma!around!you!and!your!career.!!

3. Do! everything! you! can! to! check! your! assumptions! and!diligence!
your! other! alternatives.! Don’t! just! carefully! evaluate! your!
alternatives,!do!everything!within!your!power!to!learn!about!your!
options:! Seek! out! references.! Talk! to! those! still! there! and! those!
who!have!left.!!

DeXrisking!is!important!for!any!move,!but!it!is!particularly!crucial!when!
it!comes!to!the!third!type!of!career!move:!leaving!Wall!Street!and!doing!
something!different.!!
Many! on!Wall! Street! have! preconceived! ideas! of!what! it! is! like! to! “go!
corporate”—lower!comp,!slower!pace,!giving!up!the!thrill!of!the!deal,!a!
lifeXstyle!trade.!Startups!also!have!their!own!particular!culture,!and!it!is!
important!to!distinguish!the!financial!trade!from!what!you!enjoy!doing!
every! day! and! how! the! opportunity! keeps! you! moving! toward! your!
grandest!vision!for!your!career.!!
Because!you!are!betting!on!a!company!and!significantly!changing!your!
career,!these!moves!are!difficult!to!deXrisk.!Only!by!immersing!yourself!
as!much!as!you!can!will!you!have!a!taste!for!your!fit!with!the!culture!and!
job.!As!an!extreme,!you!might!even!consider!doing!what!my!client!did:!
Take!a!couple!days!off!from!your!current!job!and!go!sit!at!the!company,!
feeling!firsthand!how!it!fits.!!
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At! the! most! risky! end! of! the! spectrum! of! getting! out! is! starting!
something! of! your! own.! To! an! extreme,! doing! your! own! thing! is! the!
hardest! suitor! to! know! and! also! the! most! important! to! deXrisk.! That!
said,!while!this!is!clearly!the!highestXrisk!career!move,!it’s!also!one!you!
can! significantly! deXrisk.! Unlike! joining! another! firm! on! or! off! Wall!
Street,! here! you! have! perfect! information! on! defining! the! opportunity!
you! are! creating.! And! like! I! did! for! years,! you! can! take! your! time! to!
progress! your! ideas! while! you! are! still! employed,! which! gives! you!
plenty!of!time!to!keep!evaluating!this!career!move.!!
When! considering! any!big!move,! try! to! “add! sight.”! This!means! to! see!
further! down! the! line.! If! you! are! starting! your! own! company,! talk! to!
entrepreneurs!about!what!it! feels! like!five!or!ten!years!down!the!road.!
Doing!this!you!will!most!certainly!gain!perspective!on!your!decision.!!
Having!discussed!different!ways!of!laying!out!and!evaluating!alternative!
options,! let’s! look! some! of! the! limited! thinking! that! commonly! holds!
people!back!from!getting!out!and!going!for!what!they!truly!want!in!their!
careers.!



 

!

 

 

WHY YOU WILL NEVER LEAVE! 

You're%about%to%jump%out%a%perfectly%good%airplane,%Jonny,%how%do%you%

feel%about%that?%

—!Bodhi,!Point%Break!

It’s! no! secret:! Most! people! will! never! leave.! Most! people! will! never!
pursue! their! big! goals—forever! talking! of! getting! out,! but! remaining!
tethered!to!the!same!thinking!that!keeps!them!chained!to!their!current!
seat.!!
Throughout! this! chapter,! I’ve! given! you! powerful! approaches! for!
evaluating!your!choices!and!moving!on.!But!having!wandered!The!Street!
long! enough! and! done! this! dance! a! couple! of! times! myself,! I! know!
getting!out!can!often!require!more!than!powerful!frameworks!and!ways!
of!thinking!differently.!
If!you!want!to!break!free,!here!are!the!Top!10!limiting!thoughts!to!break.!!

1: Caught At The Door 
Being! caught! at! the! door! is! exactly! what! it! sounds! like—like! a!
parachutist! standing! at! the! door:! It’s! his! turn.! He’s! got! some! brawny!
fellow!on!his!back,!and!the!light! is!green.!He!really!wants!to! jump,!and!
he!has!been!building!up!to!this!moment!for!years.!!
But!he! cannot.!He’s! stuck! there,!with!one! foot! in! and!one! foot! out! the!
door.!!
The! same!can!be! true! in!your! career.!You!evaluate!whether! to! stay!or!
leave,!and!never!quite!knowing!for!sure,!you!do!neither.!You!never!fully!
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commit! to! your! current! track;! you! never! make! a! move.! You! are! just!
stuck!there.!You!might!be!holding!onto!your!job,!but!it’s!unlikely!you!are!
getting!anywhere.!!
If!you!fail!to!go!after!your!current!career!track,!you!run!the!risk!of!being!
pushed!out!the!door.!And!if!you!stand!up!to!jump!and!you!whiff,!you!will!
lose!positioning!in!your!firm.!!
The! cold! truth! is:! If! you! are! never! going! to! do! it,! then! stop! thinking!
about! leaving! and! become! fully! engaged! in! your! career.! Too! many!
people! live! in! suffering! because! they! keep!dreaming! of!making! career!
moves!they!don’t!have!the!stomach!to!make.!
Like!a!man!eyeing! the!beautiful! seductress!across! the!room,! if!you!are!
never!going!to!approach!her,!save!yourself!the!torment!and!learn!to!love!
the!ones!you!have! the!courage! to! land.! If!you!are!never!going! to! leave!
your!job,!then!become!excited!to!stay.!!

2: Stealing Time 
People! fail! to!make!moves! because! they! have! too! little! time! to! do! the!
work!and!evaluate!their!options.!!
There!are!two!solutions!to!this!problem.!!
The! first! is! to! get! serious! about! how! you! use! your! time.! If! you! truly!
believe!that!you!cannot!find!a!few!hours!a!week!to!evaluate!your!career!
options,!then!you!do!not!care!enough!about!making!a!move,!or!you!are!
resisting!doing!the!work.!Both!of!these!are!easy!to!solve!with!the!ideas!
we!have!covered!in!The%Guide.!!
A!way! to!make! the! time! is! to!steal! it! from!your!employer.!While!some!
walk! into! the! stationary! cabinet! and! steal! pens! and! pads,! I! suggest!
stealing!your!most!valuable!commodity—time.! Just! take!a! look!at!your!
schedule,!and!you!will!see!all!the!pockets!of!time!you!can!hijack!for!your!
own!use.!!

3: Risk Averse 
In!Taking%Action!we!covered!the!importance!of!taking!risks!to!get!what!
you!want.!There,!we!discussed!the!ways!some!people!limit!their!options!
by!identifying!themselves!as!“risk!averse.”!
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Nowhere! is! this! idea!more! limiting! that! in! evaluating!your!options! for!
getting! out.! Simply! designating! yourself! as! risk! averse,! you! close! off!
your!mind!to!thoughtfully!evaluating!options.!!
The! truth! is:! If! you! are!waiting! for! the! risk! to! be! eliminated,! you!will!
never!move.!Making!moves! is! risky,! so! it! requires! an! appetite! for! risk!
and! ability! to! deXrisk! your!moves! as!much! as! possible.!Making!moves!
can!also!be!costly.!In!leaving!Goldman!I!left!unvested!options!and!RSUs!
on!the!table,!and!when!I! left!Carlyle,! I!walked!away!from!twoXthirds!of!
my!carry!!
But! if! you! are! serious! about! getting!what! you!want,! you! eat! risk! and!
cost.!!

4: Feel The Fear And Do It Anyway 
In!Feel%The%Fear%And%Do%It%Anyway,!Susan!Jeffers!writes,!"The!truth!is:!If!
you!knew!you!could!handle!anything!that!came!your!way,!what!would!
you!possibly!have!to!fear?”!
You!would!likely!have!fear!when!getting!out,!but!you!wouldn’t!consider!
leaving! if! you! did! not! know! you! can! handle! it.! So! it’s! just! a!matter! of!
whether!you!will!do!it,!irrespective!of!the!fear.!!
Ask!yourself,!what!are!you!afraid!of?!!

• Fear! of! failure?! How! bad! can! it! get?! Do! you! prefer! to! avoid!
failure!or!avoid!getting!what!you!want?!!

• What!others!think?!Which!others?!Who!cares!what!they!think?!
You’re! leaving! a! job! they! are! staying! in,! so! by! definition! you!
think! differently! than! them.! Why! would! you! care! what! they!
think?!!

• Is! it! the! fear! of! the!unknown?!Good.! You! should!be! scared!of!
the!unknown.!So!deXrisk!it.!Add!sight.!Make!it!more!known.!!

• Is! it! the! story!you!are! running?!Maybe!you!have!a! script! that!
sounds! something! like,!But%what% if% I% fail% and% cannot% afford% to%
pay% for%my% children’s% private% school% tuition,% and%we% all% end% up%

living% with% my% parents,% and% my% kids% grow% up% to% be% strippers?!
Change!your!stories!!

If!it’s!fear,!squash!it.!Then,!do!it!anyway!!!
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5: It’s Not About The Friggin’ Idea 
How! many! times! have! you! heard! some! brave! fellow! from! his! cushy!
Aeron!seat!say,!“Man,!did!you!see!how!she!did!that?!You!know,!if!only!I!
had!an!idea,!I’d!be!all!over!that.”!
Wrong.!He!wouldn’t.! Because! people!who!build! businesses! don't! do! it!
because! they! have! an! idea;! they! do! it! because! they! are! so! passionate!
about! creating! their! own! path! that! they! find! the! idea,! or! perhaps! the!
idea!finds!them.!!
The! Everything% Store! tells! the! story! of! where! Bezos! visits! Harvard!
Business! School.! After! he! spoke,! the! class! began! dissecting! the!
company’s!prospects.!!
Concluding! Amazon! was! toast,! they! said! to! Bezos,! “You! seem! like! a!
really!nice!guy,!so!don’t!take!this!the!wrong!way,!but!you!really!need!to!
sell!to!Barnes!and!Noble!and!get!out!now.”!
Getting! it! wrong! is! understandable,! but! the! story! highlights! the!
difference! between! the! average! person! attending! business! school! and!
heading! to! Wall! Street! relative! to! someone! like! Bezos! who! left! Wall!
Street!to!start!Amazon.!!
If! you! are! serious! about! starting! something! of! your! own,! rather! than!
seeking!out!the!idea,!become!the!sort!of!person!who!is!bigger!than!the!
idea.!!
The!same!is!true!in!hunting!down!another!job.!Don't!wait!for!that!headX
hunter!to!call.!Figure!out!what!you!want!and!go!after!it.!

6: Money On Your Mind 
You!have!a!great!job!on!Wall!Street.!Even!today,!with!compensation!far!
from!its!highs,!you!get!paid!extremely!well.!!
I!mean,!not!Kardashian’sXwell.!Or!Duck!DynastyXwell.!Or!NFL!or!actor!or!
model!or!celebrity!or!CEO!or!Myspace!or!WhatsAppXwell.!!
But!you!get!paid!pretty!well!for!selling!your!life.!
So! it’s! hardly! surprising! that! many! people! focus! on! money! when!
thinking! about! getting! out.! It! makes! sense,! but! focus! on! money!
rationally!and!accurately.!!
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Wall!Street!pays!well!relative!to!most!jobs!(where!people!work!half!your!
hours),!so!many!people!think!leaving!Wall!Street!automatically!requires!
downgrading,!which!makes!it!harder!to!leave.!But!this!is!often!false.!!
In!going!corporate,!one!of!my!clients’!salary!and!bonus!were!significant!
compared! to!Wall! Street,! and! on! top! of! that,! he! picked! up! equity! and!
option!grants!that!give!him!enormous!upside!far!beyond!what!he!could!
earn!on!Wall!Street.!!
Also! analyze! your! “hidden! scripts”! on! money! to! see! which! ones! lack!
validity.!!
For!instance,!you!might!have!a!presupposition!that!it’s!bad!to!take!a!pay!
cut,! like!you!are!being!downgraded!in!some!way.! It!might!be!true.!You!
might! be! downgrading,! but! what! matters! is! how! you! choose! the!
meaning.!!
Why!does!getting!paid! less!matter?!Does! it!even!change!your! lifestyle?!
Does!it!matter!to!you?!What!in!particular!are!you!giving!up?!!
Be!thoughtful!about!how!money!feeds!into!your!thoughts!about!getting!
out.! Money! is! important,! but! it! deserves! far! less! weight! than! many!
people!give!it.!!

7: You’re Not Banksy! 
Like! Banksy,!many! on!Wall! Street! are! looking! to! exit! through! the! gift!
shop,! when! really,! they! are!more! like! traveling! salesmen,! sitting! on! a!
plane!with!the!nearest!exits!either!behind!or!in!front!of!them.!!
Many! spend! their! career! on! Wall! Street! thinking! there’s! some!
miraculous! exit! that! will! one! day! come! their! way,! when,! more!
accurately,! their! optionality! is! generally! diminishing! over! time.!While!
many!of!us!once!falsely!presumed!our!options!would!increase!over!time,!
there!are!really!only!two!effective!times!to!change!careers.!!
The! first! is! when! you! are! junior! enough! to!make! a!move! at! the! right!
level.!The!second!is!when!you!are!senior!enough!that!you!can!write!your!
own!ticket.!
This!means! that! the! best! time! to!make!moves! is! anywhere! up! to! vice!
president.!Beyond!that,!you!are!generally!not!senior!enough!to!step!up!
in!roles,!and!you!are!not!quite!junior!enough!to!step!down,!which!is!the!
most!common!problem!for!bankers!who!want!to!transition!to!the!buyX
side.!
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In! considering! getting! out,! remain! keenly! aware! of! how! your! options!
change!in!your!career.!Then!be!incredibly!strategic!in!making!moves.!!

8: YOLO 
You!only!leave!once.!!
Ugh,! I! hate! that! phrase.! It’s! the! ultimate! default! phrase! for! the! riskX
averse!crowd—the! idea! that! they!use! to!convince! themselves! they!are!
better!off!just!sticking!around!than!actively!managing!their!career.!!
It! is,! of! course,! mostly! true! that! you! only! leave! once.! We! all! know!
exceptions,! but! you! may! never! be! able! to! return! to! your! current! job!
once!you!leave.!!
But!stop!overstating!the!value!!
People!with!a!serious!face!say,!“Yeah,!man.!It’s!a!silver!bullet.!You!only!
get!one!shot!to!do!this!right.”!
What! are! they! talking! about?! It’s! Wall! Street.! It’s! not! like! they! are!
defusing!a!bomb.!Surely!they!have!more!than!one!shot.!!
The!other!problem!with!YOLO!is!that!it!gets!you!focused!on!getting!out!
rather!than!getting!in.!Right!before!one!of!my!girlfriends!dumps!me,!she!
starts!going!over!the!good!things!she!will!miss.!But!if!those!things!were!
so!compelling,!she!would!have!never!wanted!to!leave!in!the!first!place!!
The!same! is! true! in!your!career.! If!your!career! felt! right,!you!wouldn’t!
want! to! leave.! So! stop! focusing! on! what! you! are! losing! and! focus! on!
where!you!are!headed.!

9: Identity 
People!often!tell!me!that!leaving!their!job!is!hard!because!their!career!is!
attached!to!their!identity.!Now,!before!I!address!this!idea,!let!me!just!say!
that!like!most!of!the!field!of!psychology,!this!is!stupid.!
What!does! it!mean!to!have!an! identity?! Is! it!who!you!are!right!now! in!
your! job?!With!which!clients?!With!which!colleagues?!Your!boss?!Your!
assistant?!!
I!say!this! idea!is!stupid!because!I!know!your!identity! is!not!always!the!
same.!Can!you! really! tell!me! that! you!are! the! same!person!at!work!as!
you!are!with!your!mates!or!at!home!with!your!spouse!and!your!kids?!!
No.!It’s!neither!different!nor!the!same!because!your!identity!is!whatever!
you!choose!it!to!be.!If!you!put!on!a!white!tXshirt!and!started!identifying!
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yourself!with!some!group!of!white!tXshirt!people,!we!would!laugh!at!you!
because! it!would!be!meaningless!and! just!as!easy! for!you!to!whip!that!
white!shirt!off!and!put!on!the!black!one!before!changing!your!identity!to!
another!group.!!
I!know!that!might!seem!too!simple,!but!like!an!athlete!getting!traded!to!
a!different!team,!the!name!on!the!back!is!still!the!same.!It’s!a!job,!man.!
Your! identity! is! not! like! some! business! card! contest! from! American%
Psycho.!Your!identity!is!who!you!choose!to!be.!!

10: $20 And Done 
I!saved!my!favorite!for!last—$20!and!done.!!
I! call! it! that! because! it’s! the! most! common! answer! to! that! absurd!
question!you!hear! throughout!your!career.!You!know!what! I’m! talking!
about,!right?!That!Wall!Streeter!pulls!up!close!to!you,!puts!on!his!serious!
voice,!and!whispers!in!your!ear,!“So!what’s!your!number?”!
That’s!“$20!and!done,”!because!that!is!sure!as!hell!what!you!are!going!to!
hear! from! him! or! her.! You’re! going! to! hear! how! with! $20! mil! in! the!
bank,!earning!this!or!that!return,!you!can!put!away!this!or!that!after!tax,!
and!that’s!all!you!need!to!live!how!you!want!to!live.!!
“And!then!from!there,!brah,!I’ll!just!get!some!board!seats!and!go!teach.”!!!
Sadly,!as!silly!as!it!sounds,!“$20!and!done”!is!a!reason!seemingly!smart!
people!keep!grinding!it!out.!!
If!you!want!to!put!away!a!cool!$20!mil!after!living!expenses!and!taxes,!
you!will!be!grinding!away!until!you!are!old!and!grey!and!unable! to!go!
out! and! live.!And! truth!be! told,! you!will! be! there! even! longer!because!
over! time,! you!will! keep!pushing!up!your!number.! It’s! a! psychological!
fact! that! as! you! make! more! money,! you! will! spend! and! want! more!
money.!It’s!called!the!hedonic!treadmill.!!
Another! problem!with! “$20! and! done”! is! that! it! is! creates! a! deferredX
living! plan,! which! suggests! that! in! looking! at! your! life,! what! you! are!
hoping! to! have/get/achieve/want! is! something! that! is! always! out! in!
front! of! you.! So,! while! you! are! waiting! for! the! day! which! will! never!
come,! this! life! of! yours! is! passing! you! by! right! beneath! your! growing!
waistline!in!your!shrinking!seat.!!
Your!career! is!not!about!getting!out!but!getting! in.! It’s! figuring!out!the!
career!and!life!you!truly!want,!and!then!living!it.!Because!then!it!is!never!
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about!reaching!some!bucket!of!money.!You!do!what!you!love!and!get!the!
money!flowing!from!there.!!
Confucius!say,!“Choose!a!job!you!love,!and!you!will!never!have!to!work!a!
day!in!your!life.”!!
!
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